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We are an Initiative, launched in Istanbul in 2015 by initiators from Syria and Switzerland to promote the work of 
young artists from the Middle East.

The Middle East is currently experiencing some of the deepest social changes in recent history. Often, most of the 
world’s attention is focused on the instability and destruction these changes produce, and ignoring the beauty and the 
experiences richness these changes generate inside societies structures and their individuals entities.

Art has always been a mean to sense the deep desires and concerns of individuals. Inside communities experiencing 
social turmoil, artist inquiries and questions intensified to detect the real desire to his society individuals and express it. 
Through its unconventional form and provocative content, Art is a medium to reveal the unspeakable, that which has 
not or cannot yet be said. It is a means of expression through which each artist, through his or her own life trajectory, 
experiences, and work, is a witness to and an actor on those changes.

A lot of talented young artists who live between Syria, Lebanon and Turkey, interact with these events and changes 
which happening in their societies through their works which might be one of the most powerful testimonies to those 
changes and a precursor to a new culture emerging and reinventing itself in time. But because of complicated political 
or personal situations they often lack good connections or freedom of movement to spread their work and reach 
wider spectrum of the public.

Therefore our project is to collect and show the work of these talented artists around, thus sharing their unique pers-
pective and their way of understanding the world through art.
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INITIATORS

CYRIL DÉRIAZ

Geneva, Switzerland 1991
Currently living between Istanbul and Geneva

Education

Bachelor of Architecture, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology (EPFL), Lausanne 2013

Biography

After graduating from Lausanne Technical University, Cyril Dériaz, who always was fascinated with travel and literature, 
decided to go for a four month Bycicle trip from Geneva to Tehran with a friend. On the way to Iran he fell in love with 
Turkey where he spent six weeks. Back in Switzerland he decided to go living in Istanbul for half a year in order to 
continue discovering more an more.

In Istanbul he met with Nader Ghanem whom he shared a flat with. They quickly became friends and he made him meet 
a lot of painters he knows from Beirut or Damascus and who also moved to Turkey. Through those meeting they got the 
idea to launch an initiative to promote the work of those extraordinary artists.

Nader Ghanem

Damascus, Syria 1986
Currently living in Istanbul

Education

Bachelor of economics, business administration department, Damascus University 2011

Biography

After graduating from Damascus University, Nader Gahnem left Syria to Lebanon where he spent three years. In Beirut 
he worked in various organisations for educational and cultural project such as a trilingual Arabic, French, English theatre 
gathering Lebanese, Syrian, European and American. Through his multiple activities he got to know a lot of people and 
builds a strong network.

In 2014 Nader Gahnem decided to move to Istanbul to discover a new place and culture and because the situations got 
more an more complicated for Syrian in Lebanon. There he met Cyril Dériaz and they quickly built a friendship. Together 
they decided to launch an initiative to promote the work of numerous Artists Nader knows and of some other they met 
together in Istanbul. 

Nader Gahnem recently got an acceptance for a Master program in Germany where he is going to study inter cultural 
management.
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ALI OMAR

Tabke Syria 1986 
Currently living in Istanbul

Education

Bachelor of fine arts, painting and drawing department, Damascus university 2011

Exhibitions:

Young Artist Opera House, collective exhibition Damascus, Syria 2011
«Table of Orient» collective  exhibition, Kingdom of Sweden 2010
Various other posts in group exhibitions and workshops in and outside Syria 
 
Cinema:

Decorator of film very high volt 
Directing and acting of film on the way

Description of the work

Ali Omar was born in Tepke, a Kurdish village in the north-east of Syria, in 1986. After graduating from Damascus uni-
versity fine art department in 2011, Ali spent three years in his village painting. He also spent six months in Erbil, the 
capital of the Kurdish part of Iraq by relatives. He eventually came to Istanbul as he was requested to joins the Kurdish 
troops if he would have stayed in Syria.

Ali’s work can be seen as a temptation to display on the face the inner distortions that lie inside us, questioning the 
strong yet complex relation between the body and the spirit. This questioning takes now the shape of portraits that pu-
shes him always further in is quest of an evanescent human core as a desire to improve life, far from the only absolute 
that is death.

Ali Omar
Untitled, 2012
Mixed materials on canvas
99 × 120 cm
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Ali Omar
Untitled, 2013

Mixed materials on canvas 
145 x 139 cm 
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Ali Omar
Untitled, 2014

Mixed materials on canvas 
60 x 80 cm
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Afaf Younes
Green flowers, 2013
Oil on canvas
120 x 160 cm

AFAF YOUNES

Latakia Syria 1989
Currently living in Latakya (Syria)

Education

Bachelor of fine arts, painting and drawing department, Damascus university  2011

Exhibitions

«Breath of Death» Painting and Sculpture Exhibition Istanbul, Turkey 2015
Art here Istanbul Painting exhibition, Istanbul, Turkey 2014
Syrian Contemporary Art Fair, Beirut, Lebanon 2013
International Artists «Kiraz Festival» Tekirdag, Turkey 2013
Table tops, Solo Exhibition at Art Lab Gallery, Beirut, Lebanon 2013
7th Performing Arts Kulturzentrum at GOETHE Institute, Jounieh, Lebanon 2013
Symposium of Painting and Sculpture at the Castle of Damascus, Syria 2012

Description of the work

Afaf Younes was born in Latakia, Syria, in 1989. She graduated from Damascus university fine art department in 
2011. In 2013 She moved to Beirut where she had her first solo exhibition. After that, Instead of going back to Da-
mascus she decided to come to Istanbul, to take the chance to express herself in a new environment. She lives now 
back in Latakia by her family

In her current paintings, Afaf Younes explores familiar household objects, a chair, some glasses gathered on a table, 
scenes of cosy places where we should feel comfortable. Yet this armchair seems alone, those glasses are waiting 
for someone to seize them and fill them with drinks that might not come. In her colourful or black and white still life, 
Afaf makes us feel the need for a safe haven which now lacks for so many, she impregnates us with the nostalgia of a 
fading world, for ever gone in the craziness of our time
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Afaf Younes
The Chair, 2013

Oil on canvas
140 x 180 cm
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Afaf Younes
Three Glasses, 2013
Oil pastel on canvas

90 x 120 cm
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MOHAMMED LABASH 

Daraa Syria 1989
Currently living in Damascus

Education

Bachelor of fine arts, painting and drawing department, Damascus university 2013

Exhibitions

Damascus Spring Exhibition 2012
Damascus Spring Exhibition 2013
8th Youth Exhibition 2013 in Damascus
Many Workshops in Fine Arts Faculty , Damascus University 2007-2013
Group exhibition of graduates Fine Arts in Mustafa Ali Gallery  2013.
wForum young artists in the Damascus Citadel  2013.

Description of the work

Mohammed Labash was born in Daraa, south-west of Syria, in 1989. After graduating from Damascus University, Fine 
Art department in 2013, Labash moved to Beirut where he spent around one year. He eventually decided to come 
back to Damascus where he still lives.

His work is impregnated with the city of Damascus, it’s beauty as well as it’s ugliness and tensions. Gathering colours 
and impressions in all corners of the city and its surrounding, Mohammed Labash takes us on a contemplative walk 
on a path full of surprises, some of them good, some of them bad.
Thus he invites us to look carefully at each detail of his work to interpret its signs, like oracles trying to see the future 
in the road’s dust

Mohammed Labash
Untitled, 2013
mixed media on canvas
100 x 150 cm
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Mohammed Labash
Untitled, 2013 

mixed media on canvas
100 x 150 cm
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Mohammed Labash
Untitled, 2013

acrilic on canvas 
100 x 150 cm 
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Hussain Tarabie
Untitled, 2014
mixed media on canvas
50 x  70 cm

HUSSAIN TARABIE 

Soueïda, Syrie1978
Crurrently living in Beirut

Education

Adham Esmael institute for Plastic Art , Damas 1997
Bachelor of fine arts, painting and drawing department, Damascus university 2011

Exibitions

“JABAL 2014” Le Gray Hotel Collective Exhibition – Beirut, Lebanon 2014
“Talk Love.. Act Peace“ Collective Exhibition, CAP Kuwait 2014
“The Last Supper” Solidere/ at the Venue Collective Exhibition, Souk El Arwam, Beirut 2014
«Syria Exhibit ,Art of Resilience» Exhibition at the World Bank Headquarters, Washington DC, USA 2014 
«Syrian Art in Hard Times»  Collective Exhibition Orient gallery, Amman, Jordan 2014
«Miniatures: A Month for Syria»Collective Exhibition Sunflower Theatre, Beirut, Lebanon 2013
Dar AI Mussawir Collective Exhibition, Beirut, Lebanon 2013 
Caravan for poetry and music, Collective Exhibition, Gallery Mustafa All, Damascus, Syria 2011
Collective Exhibition ( house in mid road ) National Library, Damascus, Syria 2011
Collective Exhibition, Hotel Dedeman, Damascus, Syria 2011

Description of the work

Hussain Tarabie was born in Sweida, in the south of Syria, in 1978. After graduating from Damascus university fine 
Art department in 2011, Hussain spent the last 4 years between Beirut and Damascus before he decided to stay in 
Beirut where he now lives.

His work starts from an analytical way of thinking and has deep roots in the history of art. By demolishing the shape 
and reversing it to its first formal origins, Hussain goes right down to deal with these origins as live vocabulary. Each 
work has its own interactions and carry a value by itself, just as it gives life and value to forms it produces.
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Hussain Tarabie
Two elements, 2015

mixed media on canvas
130 x 90 cm
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Hussain Tarabie
Untitled, 2014

mixed media on canvas
100 x 100 cm
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GEORGES KUBRESLI

Damascus, Syria 1989
Currently living in Istanbul

Education

2004-2008 Travail à l’atelier de Fayez Nahri, Damas, Syrie
2008   Formation d’art plastique à l’Académie Elia Repine, Saint Petersbourg, Russie
Bachelor of fine arts, painting and drawing department, Damascus university 2011

Exhibitions

Workshop at Dutch Cultural Center (You who I call the other ) Damascus 2010
Collective Exhibition at Dideman Gallery, Damascus 2010
Course in Plastic Art at the Elia Repine Academy, Saint Petersbourg 2008
Worked at Fayez Nahri Atelier 2004-2008

Description of the work

Georges Kubresli was born in Damascus in 1989. After Graduation from Damascus University, fine art department in 
2013, he moved to Beirut where he spent around a year. In 2014 he decided to move to Istanbul and lives there until 
now

The experiment in Georges Kubresli works starts from the object’s and colours need to grow within space, filling it 
up until it becomes saturated by the colour. It is not a composition in a classical meaning. The space of the canvas is 
structured through the destruction of the shape until it restores a balance to the whole surface.

Georges Kubresli
Untitled, 2012
oil on canvas
120 x 120 cm
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Georges Kubresli
Untitled, 2013

oil on canvas
90 x 120 cm
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Georges Kubresli
Untitled, 2013

oil on canvas
90 x 120 cm




